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Introduction
ONCR-177 is a novel oncolytic herpes simplex virus type-1 (oHSV-1) developed for the treatment
of metastatic cancers. ONCR-177 base vector, ONCR-159, has been optimized to elicit potent
oncolysis, even in presence of host interferon antiviral response by retaining one copy of the
neurovirulence gene ICP34.5. To ensure selective replication in cancer cells, ONCR-159 and ONCR177 utilize a unique conditional-lethal strategy in which tissue specific microRNA-binding cassettes
(miR-T) are inserted into early genes essential for viral replication and in ICP34.5. We leveraged our
comprehensive normal and malignant tissue expression analysis to identify highly expressed
tissue-specific miRNAs and tailored their selection to ONCR-177 clinical indications of interest. In
addition, we performed a siRNA screen to identify essential HSV-1 genes for replication in which
miR-T cassettes were introduced. This attenuation strategy dramatically reduced transgene
expression and viral replication in healthy tissues expressing the selected miRs without
compromising oncolytic activity in cancer cells in vitro and in vivo. Furthermore, mutations that
inhibit axonal retrograde transport have been introduced in ONCR-159 and ONCR-177 (Richards et
al., 2017) providing an orthogonal protection of the nervous system and preventing virus of
latency.
A gateway cassette has been introduced in the UL3/4 junction to ease the insertion of promoter
and transgenes. 15 immune modulatory transgenes and selected combinations were evaluated
leading to the selection of 5 transgenes in ONCR-177 that are expressed from a dual bidirectional
promoter. We selected the NK and T cell activating cytokine IL-12, the chemokines CCL4 and
FLT3LG (extracellular domain) to allow for expansion and recruitment of classical dendritic cells,
and antagonists to the clinically validated immune checkpoints PD-1 and CTLA-4 to counter T cell
exhaustion and demonstrated for ONCR-177 a strong antitumor efficacy in 4 dual flank syngeneic
models and the expected mode of action.
In conclusion, ONCR-177 has been optimized to be a safe and efficacious therapy for the
treatment of solid tumors, and is currently in preclinical development

Oncolysis and Replication of ONCR is Less Affected by IFN than in
Virus with g34.5 Deletion

Extensive Engineering ONCR-Base Vector Does Not Modify Its
Oncolytic Potency

Oncolytic Virus (OV) – Mode of Action
Potent Efficacy of ONCR Base Vector in Multiple Models

mONCR-177 Induces Strong Anti-Tumor Responses in Mouse
Syngeneic Bilateral Tumor Models

Tumor growth curves are shown for the A) MC38, B) CT26, C)A20 and D)B16F10-N1 bilateral tumor models. Tumor cells were injected subcutaneously into both right and left flanks of BALB/c (for A20 and CT26) or C57BL/6 (for MC38
and B16F10-N1) mice. Treatments were initiated once tumors reached volumes of 100 ± 25 mm3. Treatment arms (N=10 mice/group) included PBS, the base vector ONCR-159, and mONCR-177. Oncolytic virus was injected
intratumorally (IT) into the right flank tumor as indicated in each figure. Tumors were measured bi-weekly.

mONCR-177 Induces Durable and Protective Responses in Mouse
Syngeneic Tumor Models

mONCR-177 Treatment Results in NK, CD8, and CD4 T Cell Infiltration
to Both Injected and Contralateral Tumors

Mechanism of miRNA Attenuation
ONCR-177 Payloads Designed to Stimulate a de Novo Productive
Anti-tumor Response

miR- controlled replication eliminates replication in normal target tissues, enabling Oncorus to harness the full efficacy benefit of retaining g34.5

Payload

Target Cell

IL-12

Teff, NK cells stim, inhibition Treg

CTLA-4

T cell priming, Treg depletion (hIgG1)

PD-(L)1

Inhibition of immune suppression

CCL4

DC and CD8 T cells recruitment

FLT3L

DC recruitment and proliferation

Conclusions
ONCR-Base Vector is designed with multiple safety mechanisms
Ø 10 miR-T cassettes attenuate viral replication in normal tissues; UL37 mutation to suppress
latent infection
Ø Retaining g34.5 helps to preserve oncolytic activity and viral replication in presence of IFN
mONCR-177 potent anti-tumor efficacy delivered by 5 immune-active payloads
Ø Primary and abscopal efficacy observed across multiple mouse tumor models
Ø Infiltration of NK, CD4 and CD8 T cells, with large CD8/Treg ratios that support payload
rationale
Ø Curative mONCR-177 treatment elicits protective immunity
Promising preclinical data warrant clinical development of ONCR-177

